
Personal, Social and  

Emotional Development 

 I attend to and take notice of what 

others say 

 I can describe myself in positive 

terms and talk about my abilities 

 I try to negotiate and solve problems 

 I cooperate with simple boundaries 

and routines 

Physical Development 

 I experiment with different ways of 

moving 

 I can handle tools, objects, construction 

and other materials safely and with 

increasing control 

 I am developing an effective grip on a 

pencil and using it with good control 

 I can manage washing hands and dressing 

myself (sometimes with help) 

. 
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Learning News for Badgers and Foxes. 

Topics will follow children’s interests 

and will include: 

Journeys, days out and significant events 

such as Eid (4th June), Fathers’ Day  (16th 

June) and transition to Year R 

Communication and Language 

 I can maintain attention, concentrate and sit  

quietly during certain activities 
 I link statements and stick to a main theme 

or intention 
 I use talk to organise, sequence and clarify 

my thinking, ideas, feelings and events 
 I can listen to and follow instructions 

 

 

 

Expressive Arts and Design 

 I can play instruments in different ways 

 I can construct with a purpose in mind 

 I can introduce a storyline into my play with 

toys or in role play with friends 
 I can use tools and techniques to shape, 

assemble and join materials 

 

 

 

 

 

Literacy 

 I show awareness of rhyme and alliteration 

and may continue a rhyming string 

 I give meaning to marks as I draw, write 

and paint 

 I can recognise my own name and familiar 

logos  

 I know that print carries meaning and in 

English is read from left to right 

 I hear the initial sounds in some words 

 

 

Maths 

 I can select the correct numeral to 

represent1-5 then 1-10 objects 
 I can use familiar objects and common 

shapes to create or copy patterns 
 I can say the number that is one more than 

a given number 
 I can describe my position such as behind 

or next to 

 

 

Understanding the World 

 I can talk about significant events in my life  

and show interest in the lives of others 

 I notice similarities, differences, patterns 

and change 

 I can interact with age appropriate 

computer/ ICT software 

 

 

 



 

Some ideas to try at 

home 

The most obvious ones are often the 

best 

 

 

Personal, Social and Emotional 

Development 

 Listen to your child’s ideas and give your own 

ideas 

 Encourage your child to talk about what they 

can do and things they have achieved 

 

Physical Development 

 Talk about safety when doing activities together eg “ I 

carry scissors and knives carefully so we don’t get hurt” 

 Encourage your child to put on and take off their 

clothes by themselves 

 Have mark making resources available for your child and 

encourage drawing and ‘writing’ whatever it looks like! 

 

Literacy 

 Let your child see you writing and 

encourage them to write or draw eg “This 

is my shopping list. Do you want to do one?” 

 Talk about letter sounds, “Can you find the 

toy whose name begins with a ‘t’ sound 

 

 

Maths 

 Give a small number of objects and ask 

how many they have and what number 

they will have if you give one more 

 Arrange objects into repeating patterns 

and encourage your child to do the same  

 Arrange some toys and talk about which 

one is sitting next to you or behind you, 

etc   

 

Communication and Language 

 Taketime to talk together or share stories 

without distraction of TV or ICT 

  Always show interest in what your child says 

but remind them of the theme you were 

talking about if they go off track eg “ Do you 

remember we were talking about what to do 

tomorrow…….” 

 

 

Expressive Arts and Design 

 Sing and clap songs and rhymes with your child 

 Join in imaginative play with your child, following their 

ideas and giving some of your own 

 Ask if your child wants to build something and 

encourage them to think how to do it, giving a few 

ideas if necessary 

 

Understanding the World 

 Talk about family events that have happened or 

are planned,  

 Look at things that are changing such as plants 

growing , clothes that are hung up wet and then 

become dry. Look at old photos and talk about 

changes in appearance of people, the home, etc  

 


